communication
with the teacher

1. nicole.sneddon@poquoson.k12.va.us
2. (757) 868-6031

preparation

1. Bring all materials to class and gather daily materials from the back counter BEFORE the bell rings
2. Place homework on your desktop to receive credit.
3. Start working on the WARM UP immediately so class can start within five minutes of the bell.

class materials

1 ½ “ binder college-rule notebook paper
pencils & pens
colored pencils & highlighters
dry erase markers

PowerSchool

Get the app and check your grades on PowerSchool regularly!

“1” means you were absent and can make up the assignment for credit
“0” means the assignment was not completed and/or turned in. This cannot be made up.

grades

45% 35% 20%
Tests Quizzes Classwork/Homework

Midterm & Final Exam 20% of Semester Grade

grades are earned... not given.

responsibility

Grades are updated frequently. Please check grades regularly and feel free to ask me any questions that you might have about a particular grade.

If you are absent, you are responsible for completing your make-up work (one day for make-up for each day absent). All notes and materials are available on OneNote.

grade scale

A 90-100
B 80-89
C 70-79
D 60-69
F 0-59
Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always to try one more time.

-Thomas Edison

Assignments grading policies

Tests
Graded for accuracy

Extra Credit
5 points available on EVERY test for completing video review prior to the test.
NO WORK, NO CREDIT!!

Quizzes
Graded for accuracy. Partial credit given.

Homework
Attempt EVERY problem
NO LATE WORK ACCEPTED
NO WORK, NO CREDIT!!

Absence info

1. YOU are responsible for missing assignments
2. Get blank copies from the ABSENT folder
3. Complete notes from OneNote Complete HW and turn in the next class period for full credit
4. Miss an assessment? Schedule a time to take it ASAP!

Where to get extra help

OneNote
View video tutorials linked on each day’s note page and review notes.

Office Hours
Dates will be posted in class weekly.

IXL
Use your IXL account to get additional practice on skills that YOU need.

Course outline

1. Real Numbers & Their Operations (Pre-Alg Review)
   Variables & Expressions
   Solving Equations
   Solving Inequalities
   Relations and Functions

2. Linear Functions and their Graphs
   Direct & Inverse Variation
   Powers, Exponents, and Radicals

3. Polynomial Operations
   Factoring
   Quadratic Equations

4. Quadratic Equations continued
   Systems
   SOL Review & Test
   Pre-Geometry Skills